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NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER "Reilly pokes more holes in Trump's claims than there
are sand traps on all of his courses combined. It is by turns amusing and alarming."-The New Yorker "Golf is the spine of this shocking, wildly humorous book, but
humanity is its flesh and spirit." -- Chicago Sun-Times "Every one of Trump's most
disgusting qualities surfaces in golf." -- The Ringer An outrageous indictment of
Donald Trump's appalling behavior when it comes to golf -- on and off the green -and what it reveals about his character. Donald Trump loves golf. He loves to play it,
buy it, build it, and operate it. He owns 14 courses around the world and runs
another five, all of which he insists are the best on the planet. He also claims he's a 3
handicap, almost never loses, and has won an astonishing 18 club championships.
How much of all that is true? Almost none of it, acclaimed sportswriter Rick Reilly
reveals in this unsparing look at Trump in the world of golf. Based on Reilly's own
experiences with Trump as well as interviews with over 100 golf pros, amateurs,
developers, and caddies, Commander in Cheat is a startling and at times hilarious
indictment of Trump and his golf game. You'll learn how Trump cheats (sometimes
with the help of his caddies and Secret Service agents), lies about his scores (the
"Trump Bump"), tells whoppers about the rank of his courses and their worth
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(declaring that every one of them is worth $50 million), and tramples the etiquette of
the game (driving on greens doesn't help). Trump doesn't brag so much, though,
about the golf contractors he stiffs, the course neighbors he intimidates, or the way
his golf decisions wind up infecting his political ones. For Trump, it's always about
winning. To do it, he uses the tricks he picked up from the hustlers at the public
course where he learned the game as a college kid, and then polished as one of the
most bombastic businessmen of our time. As Reilly writes, "Golf is like bicycle shorts.
It reveals a lot about a man." Commander in Cheat "paints a side-splitting portrait of
a congenital cheater" (Esquire), revealing all kinds of unsightly truths Trump has
been hiding.
Six days with this book will improve any swing The "swing's the thing" that separates
the golfers from the hackers. Obitz and Farley's famous method, sponsored by Golf
Magazine in clinics and clubs around the country, can help any golfer.
Just as Michael Lewis’s Moneyball captured baseball at a technological turning point,
Brett Cyrgalis’s Golf’s Holy War takes us inside golf’s clash between its beloved
artistic tradition and its analytic future. The world of golf is at a crossroads. As technological innovations displace traditional philosophies, the golfing community has
splintered into two deeply combative factions: the old-school teachers and players
who believe in feel, artistry, and imagination, and the technical minded who want to
remake the game around data. In Golf’s Holy War, Brett Cyrgalis takes readers inside
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the heated battle playing out from weekend hackers to PGA Tour pros. At the Titleist
Performance Institute in Oceanside, California, golfers clad in full-body sensors target
weaknesses in their biomechanics, while others take part in mental exercises
designed to test their brain’s psychological resilience. Meanwhile, coaches like
Michael Hebron purge golfers of all technical information, tapping into the power of
intuitive physical learning by playing rudimentary games. From historic St. Andrews
to manicured Augusta, experimental communes in California to corporatized
conferences in Orlando, William James to Ben Hogan to theoretical physics, the
factions of the spiritual and technical push to redefine the boundaries of the game.
And yet what does it say that Tiger Woods has orchestrated one of the greatest
comebacks in sports history without the aid of a formal coach? But Golf’s Holy War is
more than just a book about golf—it’s a story about modern life and how we are torn
between resisting and embracing the changes brought about by the advancements
of science and technology. It’s also an exploration of historical legacies, the enriching
bonds of education, and the many interpretations of reality.
Understanding the Golf Swing
Henny Bogan and the Secret of Ben Hogan
The Secret to Better Golf
The Secret to Winning at Golf
Commander in Cheat
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Build a Winning Golf Swing with the Hip to Hip Method

Ben Hogan is legendary, intriguing, and mysterious. It's a
combination that has contributed to Hogan being the most
interesting golfer of all time. Aside from his amazing
competitive record, his secretive and solitary personality
provoke wonder and devotion among thousands of golfers
worldwide who attempt to unlock Hogan's secret code of how
to swing a golf club and strike a golf ball. Hogan himself
has fueled this intrigue, mainly because he openly declared
that he had a "secret," one that he never publicly revealed.
Many top professionals have speculated on what they thought
Hogan's secret might be, but until now those speculations
were not supported by any revelations from Hogan himself.
Now, author Larry Miller, who was mentored by Tommy Bolt,
who in turn was one of Hogan's protégés, shares Hogan's
secret as he learned it. This secret fundamental, which
Miller breaks down into two aspects and explains with the
aid of full-color photography and illustrations, will help
the average golfer implement Hogan's teachings to benefit
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his or her game.
Golf had never made sense to Tony Lawrence. It didn’t make
sense to his wife or their six-year-old daughter either –
not that they’d ever been foolish enough to try and play
it.Then, fast approaching his 50th birthday, he found
himself laid low with Post-Viral Fatigue, made redundant,
newly cast as a house husband and - the final straw
-humiliated over 18 holes by his 13-year-old nephew.So he
set himself an ultimatum: 12 months to discover the secret
of golf or give up for good. This is the story of the year
that followed; of how one of life’s Mr Averages, a stone or
two overweight, committed to crisps, chocolate biscuits and
the odd glass of wine as part of a balanced diet and, like
most bad golfers, believing in fairies and the power of
miracles, pursues his chosen Holy Grail – to play a couple
of rounds in single figures and, in glorious culmination, to
beat his three brothers for the very first time, not to
mention that diabolic nephew with the glinting teeth braces.
If only finishing the ironing, baking an edible broccoli
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soufflé for dinner and understanding the workings of his
daughter’s mind were as easy. His quest takes him further
afield than he could ever have anticipated. How can it
possibly be so difficult to fix a golf swing? (Soon he is
two-timing his swing teacher). Do club manufacturers sell us
sets of clubs to improve our game or just to bolster their
profits? How on earth did that session of hypnotherapy in a
deep squishy armchair lead immediately to the best round of
his life? And why is it that his young daughter confuses
‘Brazil’ with ‘Walnut’ in her geography homework?He learns
booming drives from one of England’s long-driving champions,
receives a trenchant talking-to from ex-British Open
champion Vivien Saunders and stands on thermographic ‘force
plates’ to have all 28 parameters of his putting stroke
dissected by computer. His marriage survives, despite the
holes he gouges in the lounge carpet.The result is a funny,
frank and touching testimony of one man’s attempts to master
an art, and as near as any sane person has come to the
secret of the elusive, maddening, impossible game of golf.
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But, as we leave him at the moment of truth, standing over a
five-foot putt for that final climactic match, muttering,
‘Hole this and I’ll carry on playing, miss it and I give
up…,’ you don’t have to be interested in golf to find Hacked
Off an intriguing exploration of the place of sport in life,
and of how our drives sometime land in areas quite different
from where we’d been aiming. His daughter, incidentally,
came up with the rather good subtitle.
In the first book from popular Golf Channel analyst Brandel
Chamblee, the network’s “resident scholar and critic” (The
New York Times) explores the common swing positions of the
greatest players throughout history—and reveals how those
commonalities can help players of every skill level improve
our own games. Every golf game begins with the swing, and no
two are identical. Years ago, however, Brandel Chamblee, the
highly regarded Golf Channel analyst and former PGA Tour
professional, noticed that the best players of all time have
shared similar positions in each part of the swing, from the
grip and setup to the footwork, backswing, and followPage 7/23
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through. Since then, Chamblee, a student of game’s history,
has used scientific precision and thoroughness to make a
study of the common swing positions of the greats. Now, in
The Anatomy of Greatness, he reveals what he has learned,
offers hundreds of photographs as his proof, to show us how
we can easily incorporate his findings into our own swings
to hit the ball farther, straighter, and more consistently.
What does it tell us that the majority of the greats—from
Jack Nicklaus and Byron Nelson to modern masters like Tiger
Woods—employ a “strong” grip on the club? How did legends
like Ben Hogan, Sam Snead, Mickey Wright, and Gary Player
unlock hidden power and control by “turning in” the right
knee at address? Why are some modern teachers preaching
“quiet” footwork when forty-eight of the top fifty golfers
of all time lifted their left heels on the backswing,
allowing them to build power? At the same time that Chamblee
is extolling certain swing virtues, he also debunks a number
of popular—but misguided—swing philosophies that have been
hindering golfers for years. The result is perhaps the best
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and clearest explanation of how to hit a golf ball ever
published. The Anatomy of Greatness is a book that golfers
can take to the driving range and use Chamblee’s clear
explanations to build better swings—and get more speed and
consistency into their swings—immediately. It is like having
a series of private lessons from the best golfers of all
time, and it will help golfers build swings that make the
game easier and more fun.
The Secret of Golf for Occasional Players. By a Veteran
The Inner Secret to Great Golf
Finally: The Golf Swing's Simple Secret
The Secrets of Learning the Golf Swing
10 Secrets for Golfing Success
How Golf Explains Trump
This book has been created to prove to you that there is a secret to
better golf play. The secret that you have been overlooking is your
mental game.
Discover within these pages the tools and practical techniques to
release the golfer you are truly capable of becoming. Understand the
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power of Focused Attention and how you can improve BOTH your golf
swing AND your ability to control yourself and your thinking out on the
course. With over 20 years of PRACTICAL experience in the REAL
WORLD, Karl Morris shares with you the approach that has worked with
golfers at ALL levels from Major Winners to High Handicappers. With a
refreshing approach that is neither 'It's all in the mind' nor 'It's all
about the swing', you will have the opportunity to create a balance in
both your thinking and your technique which will reward you with
better scores but, above all, more ENJOYMENT of this great game.
Presents advice, wisdom, and tips on how to master the game of golf
with contributions by notable teachers and stars and accompanied by
instructional photographs and drawings, vintage art, period
photographs, and trivia.
The Modern Fundamentals of Golf
The Secrets of Golf’s Winners
The Secret of Golf
The Anatomy of Greatness
Attention!! the Secret to You Playing Great Golf
The Secret Home of Golf
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"Was golf better (to use one of Tiger's favorite phrases) back in the day? In
[this book], Michael Bamberger, who fell for the game as a teenager in its
wild Sansabelt-and-persimmon 1970s heyday, goes on a quest to try to find
out. The result is a candid, nostalgic, intimate portrait of golf's greatest
generation--then and now"--Dust jacket flap.
A champion golfer shares the secrets of an effective golf game in an
instructional handbook that introduces the five fundamental princples of
his effortless swing--the grip, the setup, the backswing, the downswing,
and the tempo.
Eye-opening contributions from the stars of game make this a powerful,
groundbreaking investigation into the mind of the professional golfer. *
SHORTLISTED FOR THE TELEGRAPH SPORTS BOOK AWARDS *
Professional golf is the most remorseless of sports, unique in the
complexity of its demands. Technical perfection must be produced in short,
concentrated bursts of synchronised movement. Huge mental strength is
required. Why, then, do we know so little about what it takes to succeed even survive - at the highest level? What separates the good from the
great? What are the rituals of preparation and execution? How does an elite
team come together? In a truly groundbreaking exposé of professional golf,
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Michael Calvin and Thomas Bjorn - captain of the 2018 European Ryder
Cup Team - capture the distinctive nature of the game, and the principles
and philosophies of players who dominate the world rankings. With
unprecedented access to the European Tour players, and in-depth
interviews with the European Ryder Cup team, Calvin reveals a sport which
operates entirely within the finest margins of excellence.
The Secret to Playing Great Golf
The Story of Tom Watson and Jack Nicklaus
Mind Game
What He Never Told the World
The Secret to Hogan's Game from 120 Yards and In
Your 15th Club
The Secret to Winning at Golf - Every Single Time is book#6 in the humourous "The Secret To" series.
This book also provides golfers with a template to chart their scores.
The professional golfer provides tips on the grip, stance, and swing of successful golf shots
A biography of the legendary college football coach, written with the cooperation of the subject and his
family, traces his distinguished career over sixty-two football seasons and his enduring legacy.
I Found the Golf God
Lessons from the Best Golf Swings in History
Ben Hogan's Short Game Simplified
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Men in Green
Golf's Holy War
Picture the Game Like Never Before

From “one of the best sportswriters in America” (The Washington Times)—the
New York Times bestselling story of the friendship and rivalry between golf
legends Tom Watson and Jack Nicklaus, whose sparring matches defined the
sport for more than a decade. The first time they met, at an exhibition match in
1967, Tom Watson was a seventeen-year-old high school student and Jack
Nicklaus, at twenty-seven, was already the greatest golfer in the world. Though
they shared some similarities—they were both Midwestern boys who had learned
how to play golf at their fathers’ country clubs—they differed in many ways.
Nicklaus played a game of consummate control and precision. Watson hit the
ball all over the place. Nicklaus lacked charm and theatrics, and he was
thoroughly despised by most golf fans because he had displaced Arnold Palmer
as king of the golf world. Watson was one of those Arnold Palmer fans. Yet over
the next twenty years their seemingly divergent paths collided as they battled
against each other again and again for a place at the top of the sport and drove
each other to ever-soaring heights of accomplishment. Spanning from that first
match through the “Duel in the Sun” at Turnberry in 1977 to Watson’s
miraculous near-victory at Turnberry as he approached sixty, and informed by
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interviews with both players over many years, The Secret of Golf is Joe
Posnanski’s intimate account of the most remarkable rivalry and (eventual)
friendship in modern golf.
In Kinetic Golf, Nick Bradley uses 115 extraordinary photographs, accompanied
by clear, direct text, to raise the bar on golf instruction and give golfers—amateur
or professional—a unique way of actually feeling their way to mastering the game.
Offering insights that words alone cannot convey, the book provides a vastly
improved golf game as the reward. Drawing upon his deep knowledge of trade
and Tour secrets, Bradley shows how to build a powerful and consistent game
while also debunking many of the myths that cloud the confidence and hinder the
performance of the novice and developing golfer. Throughout Kinetic Golf,
Bradley boils down the very essence of swing motion and technique, blends it
with a feeling, and then creates an image that says it all. Take one look, and
you’ll get the picture.
Embarking on a mission to improve his golf game, Mark J. Choiniere takes on a
meticulous self-study curriculum in the footsteps of golf legend Ben Hogan, and
unexpectedly encounters the character of Henny Bogan and the role he played in
the great man's championship career. Ben Hogan made occasional, seemingly
immaterial, references to himself as Henny Bogan throughout his life - often
enough, though, that his employees created a nameplate for his desk. But, what
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did this alter ego have to do with the man who was roundly acknowledged as the
best ball striker of all time? Mark J. Choiniere carefully examines the chain of
events that transformed Ben Hogan from a promising golfer who could not make
a living on the professional tour to one whose very name became synonymous
with excellence and ball striking. The mystery of haw Hogan accomplished that
transformation has remained a "secret" in golfing folklore for mote than half a
century. Though Hogan shared some so-called secrets of his golf swing over the
years, his revelations fell short of full disclosure. Choiniere explains the reasons
for this and finally reveals the critical role played by Henny Bogan and, in the
spirit of full disclosure of the joy of golf, ultimately provides step-by-step
methods to enable any serious practitioner to dig their own swing out of the dirt.
Book jacket.
The Secret of the Golf Swing
The Secret of Golf for Occasional Players
The Authorized History of King-Collins Golf and the Creation of Sweetens Cove
Golf Magazine's Six Days to Better Golf
A Century of Groundbreaking, Innovative, and Occasionally Outlandish Ways to
Master the World's Most Vexing Game
One Man's All Or Nothing Bid to Crack the Secret of Golf
Have you ever wondered why the average handicap on the USGA has barely improved in the
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last 20 years? The answer is very simple: a) The Golf Swing is very difficult to understand and
to perform. b) The average weekend golfer would love to improve but doesn´t have the time or
the interest to spend long hours practicing. After studying the golf swing for over 25 years, JF
Tamayo has developed a revolutionary method proved for the weekend golfer of any level to
significantly improve distance and accuracy from day one, based on three main principles: 1)
FOCUS ON CHANGES THAT MOST POSITIVELY AFFECT RESULTS: Opposite to the
traditional methods, this book will only ask you to make changes in the most relevant parts of
the swing needed to hit solid and consistent shots: the backswing and the transition between
the backswing and the downswing. 2) LEARN HOW TO DEVELOP AN EASY,
REPEATABLE AND SOLID BACKSWING: One of the biggest breakthroughs of the method
was the development of a unique and much easier way to consistently make a solidly sound
backswing that will look similar to the new Tiger Wood´s one plane backswing but much
simpler to learn, to do and to repeat. 3) LEARN HOW TO CREATE LAG: Being able to
increase lag during the downswing is one of the major differences between the amateur's golf
swing versus a professional's and probably one of the most misunderstood concepts of golf. In
this book you will easily learn how to lag the club like the pros, dramatically improving your
clubhead speed, ball striking ability and distance. This incredible and simple method will
instantly take your game to a higher level while you will be helping others since 50% of the
profits obtained from this project will be donated to charity. Authors: J. F. TAMAYO - 143
Photographs by J. Jaeckel
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Dr Bob Rotella, author of half a dozen bestselling books on golf, including Golf is Not a
Game of Perfect, brings together his skills and years of experience as a golf psychologist to
give readers the insight they need to improve their game -- before they ever step up to the tee.
At some point in playing the sport, whether they're competing on the professional tour or
enjoying a day with their foursome on any public course, every golfer hits a snag in their
mental game. Dr Bob shows readers how to emulate Tiger, become more comfortable with
their own inner arrogance, how to learn from better golfers, and overcome fear. He teaches
readers easy ways to talk themselves into feeling confident and provides a detailed plan that
anyone at any level can use to build self-esteem both on and off the course.
All golfers want to improve their swings. Yet, the sheer complexity of golf instruction is a
huge barrier to learning. But you can learn "the Secret!" Breakthrough In Golf is based
upon the timeless swing wisdom of the greatest ball striker in history, Ben Hogan. But the
book introduces a fresh way of thinking about the Secret. Once you learn it, using a method
we call "Hip to Hip," you will see your swing improve in a very steady way. For the first time
in your life, you will actually know what your golf swing is doing! And you will be able to
figure out your golf swing all by yourself! We guarantee it!
Hacked Off
Five Fundamentals
Every Single Time
Steve Elkington Reveals the Secrets of the Best Swing in Golf
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Ben Hogan's Secret Fundamental
A Course Called Scotland

In the follow-up to his successful Ben Hogan’s Magical Device, author Ted Hunt
takes things a step further, focusing his attention on the elements of Hogan’s
picture-perfect swing specific to shots attempted within 100 yards of the flagstick.
Ben Hogan’s Short Game Simplified begins with an overview of Hogan’s magical
device for the uninitiated and segues into a detailed, step-by-step breakdown of
Hogan’s swing from the takeaway to the follow-through, with each step garnering
its own dedicated chapter complete with illustrations, photos, and drills. Chapters
focus on chip shots; flop shots; bunker shots; putts; spinning, drawing, and fading
the ball; Hogan’s fundamentals; additional drills and exercises; and a special
chapter of Hogan stories.
Discover how to reach your greatest potential in golf by focusing only on the shot
in front of you—nothing before or after—with the world’s preeminent sport
psychologist, Dr. Bob Rotella. Acclaimed sport psychologist and bestselling
author Dr. Bob Rotella has advised countless professional golfers, as well as
athletes in individual and team sports at the amateur and professional levels, on
how to flourish under pressure and win championships. Rotella strives to make
average athletes exceptional. With his decades of in-depth research and practical
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experience, he has encouraged people worldwide to persevere through adversity
in a dozen internationally bestselling titles. In Make Your Next Shot Your Best
Shot, Rotella’s message is simple but effective: to reach your greatest potential
in golf, you need to set your sights high and always think positively. He wants you
to aim for something incredible: free your mind, concentrate on your process,
accept whatever happens, and commit to making your next shot your best shot.
Rotella shows you how to focus your mind, create a routine for success,
persevere, and overcome failure. Drawing from lessons learned in other sports,
this book is about how to train your mind to play in the moment. It’s about
spending your lifetime chasing greatness—and having a ball while doing it.
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER * “One of the best golf books this century.”
—Golf Digest Tom Coyne’s A Course Called Scotland is a heartfelt and humorous
celebration of his quest to play golf on every links course in Scotland, the
birthplace of the game he loves. For much of his adult life, bestselling author Tom
Coyne has been chasing a golf ball around the globe. When he was in college,
studying abroad in London, he entered the lottery for a prized tee time in
Scotland, grabbing his clubs and jumping the train to St. Andrews as his friends
partied in Amsterdam; later, he golfed the entirety of Ireland’s coastline, chased
pros through the mini-tours, and attended grueling Qualifying Schools in
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Australia, Canada, and Latin America. Yet, as he watched the greats compete,
he felt something was missing. Then one day a friend suggested he attempt to
play every links course in Scotland and qualify for the greatest championship in
golf. The result is A Course Called Scotland, “a fast-moving, insightful, often
funny travelogue encompassing the width of much of the British Isles”
(GolfWeek), including St. Andrews, Turnberry, Dornoch, Prestwick, Troon, and
Carnoustie. With his signature blend of storytelling, humor, history, and insight,
Coyne weaves together his “witty and charming” (Publishers Weekly) journey to
more than 100 legendary courses in Scotland with compelling threads of golf
history and insights into the contemporary home of golf. As he journeys Scotland
in search of the game’s secrets, he discovers new and old friends, rediscovers
the peace and power of the sport, and, most importantly, reaffirms the ultimate
connection between the game and the soul. It is “a must-read” (Golf Advisor)
rollicking love letter to Scotland and golf as no one has attempted it before.
GOLF The SECRET
Golf Secret
Ben Hogan's Five Lessons
Finally, the Golf Swing's Simple Secret
Power Golf
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The Battle for the Soul of a Game in an Age of Science

THE SECRET TO BETTER GOLF.
This modern classic of golf instruction by renowned teacher Manuel de
la Torre (the 1986 PGA Teacher of the Year and the #11 teacher in
America as ranked by the editors of Golf Digest in 2007) presents a
simpler approach to the golf swing based on Ernest Jones’s principles.
Understanding the Golf Swing includes information on the philosophy of
the golf swing (with emphasis on the development of a true swinging
motion), the most thorough analysis of ball flights available, and
analysis of the principles of special shot play (including sand play,
pitching, chipping, putting, and playing unusual shots) and the mental
side of golf and effective course management. The final chapter offers
an organized approach to understanding golf courses and playing
conditions. The result is a blend of philosophy and practical advice
found in few golf instructional books.
Master golfer Ben Hogan (1912-1997) is widely acknowledged as one of
the greatest players in the history of the sport, most notably for his
legendary ball-striking ability. There are numerous theories as to
what made Hogan's swing so effective and in Power Golf, now available
in a trade paperback format, he shares a lifetime of championship
secrets for improving every phase of the game. Regardless of their
level of golfing expertise, readers are guaranteed to see a difference
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the next time they pick up their club!
Kinetic Golf
Make Your Next Shot Your Best Shot
Searching the Home of Golf for the Secret to Its Game
Golf with the Masters
The Secret of Golf ... By a Veteran. Third Edition
A Revolutionary Method Proved for the Weekend Golfer to Significantly
Improve Distance and Accuracy from Day One

"Every weekend golfer should read this great book." - CAMILO VILLEGAS
(Multiple time PGA Tour winner). Have you ever wondered why the average
handicap on the USGA has barely improved in the last 20 years? The answer is
very simple: a) The Golf Swing is very difficult to understand and to perform. b)
The average weekend golfer would love to improve but doesnt have the time
or the interest to spend long hours practicing. After studying the golf swing for
over 25 years, JF Tamayo has developed a revolutionary method proved for the
weekend golfer of any level to significantly improve distance and accuracy
from day one, based on three main principles: 1) FOCUS ON CHANGES THAT
MOST POSITIVELY AFFECT RESULTS: Opposite to the traditional methods, this
book will only ask you to make changes in the most relevant parts of the swing
needed to hit solid and consistent shots: the backswing and the transition
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between the backswing and the downswing. 2) LEARN HOW TO DEVELOP AN
EASY, REPEATABLE AND SOLID BACKSWING: One of the biggest breakthroughs
of the method was the development of a unique and much easier way to
consistently make a solidly sound backswing that will look similar to the new
Tiger Woods one plane backswing but much simpler to learn, to do and to
repeat. 3) LEARN HOW TO CREATE LAG: Being able to increase lag during the
downswing is one of the major differences between the amateur's golf swing
versus a professional's and probably one of the most misunderstood concepts
of golf. In this book you will easily learn how to lag the club like the pros,
dramatically improving your clubhead speed, ball striking ability and distance.
This incredible and simple method will instantly take your game to a higher
level while you will be helping others since 50% of the profits obtained from
this project will be donated to charity. Authors: J. F. TAMAYO - 143 Photographs
by J. Jaeckel
Breakthrough in Golf
The Secret of the Golf Swing - Revealed
Paterno
THE 5 MENTAL SECRETS OF GOLF
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